Abstract. A reversible Turing machine is one whose transition function is 1, so that no instantaneous description (ID) has more than one predecessor. Using a pebbling argument, this paper shows that, for any e > 0, ordinary multitape Turing machines using time T and space S can be simulated by reversible ones using time O(T +) and space O(S log T) or in linear time and space O(ST). The former result implies in particular that reversible machines can simulate ordinary ones in quadratic space. These results refer to reversible machines that save their input, thereby insuring a global 1:1 relation between initial and final Ds, even when the function being computed is many-to-one. Reversible machines that instead erase their input can of course compute only 1:1 partial recursive functions and indeed provide a G6del numbering of such functions. The time/space cost of computing a 1:1 function on such a machine is equal within a small polynomial to the cost of computing the function and its inverse on an ordinary Turing machine.
1. Introduction. A deterministic computer is called reversible if it is also backwards deterministic, having no more than one logical predecessor for each whole-machine state. Reversible computers must avoid such common irreversible operations as assignments and transfers of control that throw away information about the previous state of the data or program. Reversible computers of various kinds (Turing machines, cellular automata, combinational logic) have been considered [1] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [6] , [2] , [14] especially in connection with the physical question of the thermodynamic cost of computation; and it has been known for some time that they can simulate the corresponding species of irreversible computers in linear time [1] (or linear circuit complexity 13]), provided they are allowed to leave behind at the end of the computation a copy of the input (thereby rendering the mapping between initial and final states 1:1 even though the input-output mapping may be many-to-one).
The physical significance of reversible simulation stems from the fact [7] , [1] that many-to-one data operations have an irreducible thermodynamic cost, while one-to-one operations do not. The ability to program any computation as a sequence of 1"1 operations therefore implies that, using appropriate hardware, an arbitrarily large amount of "computational work" (in conventional units of time/space complexity) can in principle be performed per unit of physical energy dissipated by the computer. This result contradicted an earlier widely held belief 15] that any computer operating at temperature T must dissipate at least kT In 2 (the heat equivalent to one bit of entropy, approximately equal to the kinetic energy of a gas molecule at temperature T) per elementary binary operation performed. Needless to say, most real computing equipment, both electronic and biological, is very inefficient thermodynamically, dissipating many orders of magnitude more than kT per step. However, a few thermodynamically efficient data processing systems do exist, notably genetic enzymes such as RNA polymerase, which, under appropriate reactant concentrations, can transcribe information from DNA to RNA at a thermodynamic cost considerably less than kT per step.
The old linear-time simulation [1] is not at all economical of space: in the worst case, it uses exponentially more space than the irreversible computation being simulated.
Here we review this old result and present some new results on more space-efficient reversible computation using the formalism of multitape Turing machines. For simplicity we consider (deterministic) machines whose input tape and output tape, like the work tapes, are two-way, read-write, and included in the space accounting. As usual we restrict ourselves to "well-formed" machines (a recursive subset of machines) whose computations, if started in a standard initial ID will either fail to halt or will halt in a standard final ID. A standard initial ID is one with the Turing machine's control unit in the designated start state, with the input in standard format (input head scanning the blank square just left of a finite input string containing no embedded blanks) and with work and output tapes blank. A standard final ID is one in which the control unit is in a single designated terminal state, all work tapes are blank and all heads have been restored to their original locations, and the output tape contains a single string in standard format. Let {qi} be a G6del numbering of well-formed machines, and let T(x) and Si(x) denote the time and space used by machine on input x, the partial functions T and S having the same domain as q.
A machine qi is reversible if its quintuples have disjoint ranges, thereby rendering the transition function 1 1. We define two special kinds of standard, reversible machine:
Input-saving machines whose input head is read-only, so that the input string remains unchanged throughout the computation.
Input-erasing machines in which the input tape, like the work tapes, is required to be blank at the end of any halting computation on standard input.
These requirements, like the well-formedness requirements for ordinary Turing machines, can be enforced through recursive constraints on the quintuples, so that the input-saving and input-erasing reversible machines can be G6del-numbered as recursives subsets of {q}. The first stage uses an extra tape, initially blank, to record all the information that would have been thrown away by the irreversible computation being simulated. This history-taking renders the computation reversible, but also leaves a large amount of unwanted data on the history tape (hence the epithet "untidy"). The second stage copies the output produced by the first stag6 onto a separate output tape, an action that is intrinsically reversible (without history-taking) if the output tape is initially blank. The third stage exactly reverses the work of the first stage, thereby restoring the whole machine, except for the now-written output tape, to its original condition. This cleanup is possible precisely because the first stage was reversible and deterministic. Note in passing that the operation of copying onto a blank tape serves in stage 2 as a substitute for ubiquitous assignment operation a := b, which is not permitted in reversible programming. Similarly, the inverse of copying onto blank tape, which reversibly erases one of two strings known to be identical, can take the place of the more general but irreversible operation of erasure. If the natural number 0 is identified with the empty string, reversible copying and erasure can be represented as incrementa- The above scheme for reversible simulation runs in linear time but sometimes uses as much as exponential space. The following theorem shows that by allowing slightly more than linear time a much more space-efficient simulation can be obtained. To complete the proof, it remains to be shown how the reversible machine causes the above operations to be performed in correct sequence, how it organizes the storage of the checkpoints on tape, and finally how it arrives at satisfactory values for m and n without knowing T and S beforehand. The hierarchical sequencing of operations is conveniently performed by a recursive subroutine that, given rn and n, reversibly calculates the m. knth successor of an arbitrary ID, using k-1 local variables (each restricted to m squares of tape) at each lower level of recursion in n to store the necessary intermediate checkpoints. At the n 0 level of recursion, the mth successor is calculated by the method of Lemma 1. The search for the correct m and n values is performed by a main procedure, which calls the recursive subroutine for successively larger rn and n until the time m. k and space m allowances prove sufficient, meanwhile keeping a history of the sequence of m and n values to preserve reversibility. When the desired output has been obtained and copied onto the output tape, the search for m and n is undone to dispose of the history of this search. (For more details, see the Appendix.)
Remark. The reversible creation and annihilation of checkpoints illustrated in Table 2 However, a still more width-efficient simulation is possible, based on Coppersmith and Grossman's result [5] that any even permutation on the space of n-bit strings can be computed by a circuit of width n, and depth exponential in n, composed of the reversible gates of <_-3 inputs and outputs. Width n is insufficient to realize odd permutations, but these can be computed by circuits of width n + 1, using an extra "garbage" bit whose initial value does not matter, and which is returned unmodified in the output.
Accessing such garbage during a reversible computation might at first appear useless, like renting space in a warehouse already full of someone else's belongings, but in fact it serves the purpose of allowing the odd permutation to be embedded in an even permutation of higher order (any permutation on strings that is oblivious to the values of one or more bits is perforce even) [3] . In particular, any m-bit function of an n-bit argument, Fm(Xn), can be embedded in an even permutation of the form (X 0m, g) (X,, F,(X,), g), where g is a garbage bit, and computed reversibly in width n + m + 1. Cleve [4] has explored other aspects of the depth/width trade-off for reversible circuits.
The extreme width-efficiency of the Coppersmith-Grossman circuits suggests the possibility of more space-efficient reversible Turing machine simulations using, say, Downloaded 01/12/13 to 132.239.1.231. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php linear space rather than S. log T. However, this may not be possible, since a deep-butnarrow logic circuit can perform a sequence of different transformations, while a Turing machine is forced to apply the same transition function at each step.
3. Input-erasing reversible computations. The schemes described so far achieve global reversibility by saving the input, in effect embedding an arbitrary partial recursive function q(x) into the 1:1 partial recursive function (x, q(x)). We now consider reversible machines that destroy their input, as well as clearing all working storage, while producing the desired output. Because of unique terminal state of the finite control, such machines cannot destroy or hide even a finite amount of the information present in the input, and so can compute only 1:1 functions. We show that such machines provide a G6del numbering of the 1"1 partial recursive functions and that the time/space cost of computing a 1:1 function on such a machine is polynomially related to the cost of computing and inverting the function on ordinary Turing machines.
First we need a definition of the cost of inverting a function. Let T* and S* be arbitrary partial recursive functions. A 1:1 partial recursive function f(x) will be said to be invertible in time T*(x) and space S*(x) if and only if there exists an (in general irreversible) multitape Turing machine for computing f-that, for all x in the domain off, uses time -<_ T*(x) and space _<-S*(x) to compute x from f(x). The theorem below extends an analogous but space-inefficient result [1] , [2] (d) Iff is computable by an input-erasing reversible machine in time T and space S, then f is computable by an ordinary machine in time T and space S, and f is invertible by an ordinary machine in time O( T) and space S + 0(1).
Proof The "if" of part (a) above is immediate from the nature of an input-erasing reversible machine. The "only if" of (a) and the time/space bounds (b) and (c) depend on the construction below (Table 3) , in which irreversible algorithms for f and f-1 are combined to yield an input-erasing reversible algorithm for f The "only if" of part (a) in addition depends on the fact noted by McCarthy [10] that, iff is 1:1, then an algorithm for f-1 can be obtained effectively from an algorithm for f (Levin's optimal inverting algorithm [8] , [9] is a refinement of this idea). Part (d) is immediate from the fact that an input-saving reversible Turing machine is already a Turing machine, and the fact that the inverse of a reversible machine (obtained by inverting its quintuples as explained in the proof of Lemma 1) runs in the same space and linear time as the original reversible machine. Table 3 shows how two irreversible algorithms, for a partial recursive function f and its inverse f-t, can be combined to perform an input-erasing reversible computation of f In the first half of the computation the irreversible algorithm for f is used in the manner of Table 1 or Table 2 to construct a temporary bridge (history or checkpoints) from x to f(x), thereby allowing a copy off(x) to be left on the output 
tape after the bridge is removed. In the last half of the computation the algorithm for f-is used similarly to generate a bridge from f(x) back to x, but in this case the bridge is used to delete the copy of x already present on the input tape before the bridge was constructed. The time and space required are evidently as stated in (b) and (c) above. (1)- (3) has an inverse of the same form as itself, and since the history-taking and special starred control states guarantee disjointness of the quintuples' ranges, all operations of the Untidy Stage can be undone in the Cleanup Stage. Theorem 1. We describe in more detail how the reversible machine causes operations to be performed in correct sequence, how it organizes the storage of the checkpoints on tape, and finally how it arrives at the satisfactory values for m and n without knowing T and S beforehand. We describe the case k-2; generalization to larger k is straightforward. For the moment assuming m and n to be given, the hierarchical simulation is conveniently performed by a recursive routine such as R$(z,x,n,m,d) below, whose effect is to cause argument z, representing an ID of the simulated computation, to be incremented or decremented (according to whether argument d is +1 or -1) by the (m 2n)th successor of argument x under the simulated computation's transition rule.
It should be noted that in reversible programs, the paths entering a merge point, like those leaving a branch point, must be labeled with mutually exclusive conditions. For example, in RS, the statement fi (n=0) denotes a merge point in which control may pass from the preceding block of code only if n=0. All assignments are done reversibly, presuming a knowledge of the previous value of the variable (initially zero).
All the actual simulation in RS above is done by the procedure LINSIM(z, Note that LINSIM suspends forward computation, treating x as its own successor, when the computation being simulated terminates, or when the size of argument x exceeds the space bound m. This convention enables the main procedure, to be described later, to find the right segment size m S and recursion depth n log (T/S). We now go on to describe the main procedure, which tries successively larger m and n until the correct values are found, writes the final output (if the computation being simulated indeed terminates), and then reversibly disposes of all intermediate data generated in the course of the simulation. This procedure can be represented by a flow chart (Fig. 1) . Here diamonds are used to represent both branch points and merge points since, as remarked before, it is necessary in reversible programming to label alternative paths into a merge point, like the paths out of a branch point, with mutually exclusive conditions. Note that the whole bottom half of the flow chart is devoted to undoing the work of the top half, so that all intermediate data are restored to their initial states after the desired output has been obtained.
In more detail, the main procedure begins by initializing m, n, and x, as well as a variable h, which will be used to encode the history of the search for correct ra and n values. Each turn around the main loop in the upper half of the chart either increases n by one (thereby doubling the time allowance if it was exceeded before the space allowance), or doubles ra and decreases n by one (thereby doubling the space allowance while keeping the time allowance fixed if the space allowance was exceeded first). In the former case a 0 is pushed into the least significant bit of h (regarded as a binary string); in the latter case a is pushed. Since LJlqTM simulates m steps of computation between space tests, the final m value may be less than S, but lies between S/2 and 2S. The final n value is similarly equal to log (T/S) within a term of order unity. When the final m and n are found, the ID z generated by R$ will be found to be terminal. It is then copied onto the output tape, and the entire computation up to that point is undone in the bottom half of the chart.
The space used by the algorithm is dominated by the O(mn) -< O(S log (T)) squares used on the checkpoint tape, all other terms being O(S) or less. The time used in one turn around the main loop depends on m and n as O(m. (2k-1)n), from O((2k-1)n) recursive invocations of RS and O((2k-1)n) m-step linear-time simulations. Since n may be decreased at some turns around the loop (recall that when the space bound is exceeded, m is doubled and n is decreased by 1), the largest time cost is not necessarily associated with the last turn. Nevertheless, the total time cost of all the turns is bounded by a convergent geometric series 0 (2k-l) 's Executing the bottom half of the flow chart of course only introduces a factor of order unity, so the total time cost remains O(Tl+/(lgk)) as claimed. [ 
